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DISCUSSION PAPER
Background
This document forms the basis of discussion for accelerating the adoption of Office 365 cloud services within New
Zealand Public Sector. It is part of a set of documents, released in the Office 365 adoption pack, which together
provide key information and background for the following audiences:
1. business users within a government agency or department
2. information management function, or supporting personnel within a government agency or department
3. IT and operations personnel who would be entrusted in providing support to the organisation
The Office 365 adoption pack concept has been conceived to address a notable set of conditions in the New Zealand
public sector which have led to a degree of confusion and seeming inability to establish business and informationcentric guidance and support. There are a growing number of questions from business users, and information
management specialists, which are not being addressed by the ICT providers around both their ability to adopt, and
(potential) blockers which need addressing.
Without these answers organisations are unable to determine relevant business use cases, benefits and value that
can be derived from this suite of tools. Consideration should be given to services that are left unused, as.
organisations run the risk of a lower return on investment than could be realised, while a critical part of the services
fail to leverage or adopt high-value capabilities.
A move to using Cloud services is not about undertaking just an IT project, taking on Office 365 Cloud services (Office
365) is about the business taking control of common services and capability. The approach with the adoption pack
is to articulate:




the business value areas,
the information management background required,
and basic IT support that is needed

in order to understand and determine what can be done for business requirements now, how to select which areas
to focus on and then prioritise the order for execution.
To do this with Office 365 and other cloud services, there is a need for new and refined skill-sets which are not
commonly seen in organisations today – the Business Architect and Solutions specialists.
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Introduction
This paper describes what Office 365 services can bring to government departments and agencies today, and
outlines implications with adopting these services for business practices. We provide a basic model of comparing
requirements against potential solution areas and them being fit for purpose, using a high-level model for:
i.
ii.
iii.

Identifying practical business solutions which can be achieved,
Understanding potential compliance implications, as defined in different acts,
Simple business profiling methodology for quick categorization, and prioritization of use.

In the public sector today there are significant gaps in understanding, and this paper will provide a summary for
discussion around:





What Office 365 services are, and what capabilities they offer;
How Office 365 applications and services can be used readily for different business solutions;
How various business activities and processes map onto specific Office 365 capabilities, and
What limitations and constraints may apply when adopting Office 365

Office 365 business adoption - pack
The Office 365 adoption pack is freely available to organisations and agencies looking to understand what, and how
they may approach Office 365. The pack includes:




this discussion paper;
a workshop briefing document;
a business presentation and content for 3 main audiences within an organization,

In addition, the paper outlines what services and capabilities are naturally aligned and can be adopted together, or
in some cases deferred, if appropriate.

Exclusions:
While secure mail services in Exchange Online and Outlook are a core part of Office 365 offerings, this paper will not
undertake a review for Email or Corporate mail management – except where extension to other services is a natural
seg-way.
For Microsoft resources covering Office 365 in relation to New Zealand government cloud computing considerations
please refer to the Microsoft Trust Center: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/TrustCenter/Compliance/NZCC. This
site also provides a reference architecture for Exchange Online integration with SEEMail: http://aka.ms/seemail-gcio
For more information, please contact your Microsoft New Zealand representative..
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Practical business solutions from Office 365
This section outlines several areas which require definition, core concepts and illustration, including:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Define key terms and services
Identify core assumptions and capabilities available
Provide examples of how Office 365 services can be applied appropriately by Government
Give high-level mapping on where, and how various Acts may apply
Define core principles when adopting Microsoft Office 365 cloud-services
Provide some common considerations for various business roles
Answer commonly raised questions

One objective from the discussion paper is to show how identification, selection and prioritization of business
solutions to deploy and adopt, need not be overwhelming when building a strategy and roadmap.

Setting expectations
When adopting Office 365, there are two primary lessons to learn before proceeding with building a plan and
roadmap:
1.
2.

Your expectations are WRONG.
Understand what you have given-up, and what you gain.

With going to a Cloud service there are some things you need to grasp:


You bought into a business model …not a product
It is I.T. as a service – this has implications for your approach, thinking, how you use and the future support
of the service(s). A service has constraints and limitations, in order to be consistent and predictable.
You subscribe for a service and expect it to be there, be available over different channels and be consistent
– one of the ground rules for receiving this predictability is not to monkey around with the core
infrastructure.



Cloud first, mobile first
This is not marketing. You are choosing to use a connected, online accessible way of working. This shift
comes with its own risks, challenges and changes while still sharing many of the traditional I.T. solution risks
and challenges.
Access to 95% of your documents and content will only be available when you are connected, *but* you
can be connected anywhere – not just the office!
Warning though when the network isn’t there…
o
o

sometimes functionality will not work, or service may not be accessible
sometimes your laptop will be far better than your iPad – because it can sync documents
or content more effectively

...but it will be editable, manageable and discoverable whenever you connect.


The service will change on you
With a Cloud service, upgrades, patching and maintenance are managed outside your control and at a very
rapid pace. The roadmap is a rolling 9-month publication.
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By buying a service, your organisation has seceded a part of your I.T. and Operations to Microsoft. What
this means is that on a regular basis you will be patched, updated and new functionality suddenly appear.
Conversely this means functionality can disappear.
If you think of it like consuming utilities such as electricity; When we move to a new supplier we don’t
provide our own electrical engineer to connect the house, or if there is a storm we don’t need to get uncle
Fred to trot round in gum-boots, with a ladder and gloves to sort cables out.
Office 365 Cloud services are reaching this level of utility.


You gave up customisation, for configuration.
Because the service can and will change on you this means you should not customise or re-design core
elements to achieve your business functionality or outcome. Especially main User Interface elements.
When you go to a garage to have your car serviced, you don’t take your own mechanic and spares and ask
them to underwrite his efforts afterwards.
You should, and must, learn more about what is available and possible with the tools you have – before you
need to add, change or replace things yourself.
Does this mean you cannot undertake development of solutions against Office 365 services? No, but you
must learn when and where it is appropriate, and more importantly how to go about it safely.



Business can focus on delivering value, not IT
Look to understand more about what the platform capabilities, features and services offer by design, before
looking to extend or add functionality.
Key to using Office 365 is understanding the applications and services are all designed to work better
together. This is a pre-integrated suite.
It is not just about email with Outlook on Exchange, or SharePoint to publish intranet news. It is integrated
by design, and all the functionality is available to you on demand.



Tailor processes, not the platform
Whether you realise it or not, you now need capable individuals who understand your business information,
you need to be aware of your processes and you have made Information Management a critical skill.
The nature of cloud services reduces the necessity for customisation, and lends itself to identifying if and
where current processes can be (potentially) tweaked, tuned or reinvented to take effective use of out-ofthe-box capability.

Pre-requisites
Before you get open access to the new suites of tools, capabilities and functionality there are 2 pre-requisites, that
I.T. need to address:
Identity – Identity and access are one of the few real reasons that may inject delays in getting onto Office
365, for business users.
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For most organisations in Public Sector identity, authentication and authorisation are handled using Active
Directory. The equivalent infrastructure needs to be setup properly to connect your organisation to the
services1.
Network – planning and capacity management for you network access, security and bandwidth are critical
path activities before moving to Office 365, both in an organisation, and for your phones and laptops when
outside.
Once security and access are addressed, there are few excuses for not being able to capitalise on Office 365 services
for some of the more dynamic and accessible workloads.

Office 365 - What do we get?
In Office 365 you get an operationally run and maintained service. A service that stays up to date (modern,
supported) – if you do not interfere too much or apply extensive development2.
The service provides you:
i.
ii.
iii.

Applications, suites - the software we use to create content and communicate
Services
- a mechanism to distribute, and / or manage the content and communications
Tool-kits
- operational tools, reporting and controls for running the above

These provide 3 sets of basic business facilities that let us:
i.
ii.
iii.

Create documents, communications and content
Store and manage the documents, communications and content created
Distribute or share documents, communications and content

Applications
Creating documents and content, or engaging in communication – the client applications we all know and use are
now available as standard and can be downloaded directly:
i.
ii.
iii.

On my desktop, my phone or my tablet.
For Windows (Microsoft), iOS (Apple) or Android (Google/various).
Immediately for download

1

Understanding the AD synchronisation and federations services is part of the core identity and organisational
integration needs. References for Deployment planning checklist and Plan your setup of Office 365 and
2
See also section on Myth-busting
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With these capabilities we can create, edit or
update documents, reports, presentations or post
articles. We can watch and listen to web-casts or
training
We can call colleagues, prompt them to ping an
answer when we need it, whether via email, skype
or instant message
You are able to find, manage, store and share what
we need at any time via a browser from your phone,
tablet or desktop – from anywhere, any time. This
changes what and how we think of work and our
jobs.
We can map these activities directly on to the Office 365
applications and services:
Creating using Office desktop applications, and mobile
applications e.g. Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote, Visio,
Project etc.;
Communicating using Skype for Business, Outlook and
Exchange Online and introducing Yammer for social
collaboration, and
Storing and managing the content we use every day in
SharePoint Online and potentially a personal level in
OneDrive for Business.
See Supplemental section for Office 365 application key-map.

Services




Exchange Online
SharePoint Online
OneDrive for Business

Toolkits and baseline solutions
Microsoft’s approach to continuous innovation, lends an added set of value and benefits available as they prototype
and make globally available extensions to the core Office 365 platform with openly new capabilities, such as:






Delve
Office 365 Video
Office Groups
Planner
Security & Compliance Centre
9
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This growing repertoire of basic solutions and extensions to the platform provide an ever increasing range of options
and possible benefits to be assessed and potentially used. Of course it is critical that services and features are not
just activated or introduced simply because they are there, a common IT mistake in the past.

What does that look like then?

What does that mean we can do?
The combination of applications, services and toolkits means we can readily configure and deliver business solutions
in a number of spaces without significant investment in development. The following illustration shows how various
applications, and services can be combined to deliver different business outcomes – from communications and
teleconferencing to meeting management and project coordination.
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How do these translate to business activities?
The following table shows how various capabilities and functionality within the various products and services
combine to support common activities, processes and information based outcomes.

BUSINESS ACTIVITY

OFFICE 365 CAPABILITIES

PROJECT COORDINATION
sites, checklists, calendar scheduling, document mgmt., chat/discussion
COMMUNITY OF INTEREST
chat/discussion, sites, content, tagging/topics, email
CORPORATE RESOURCES AND
PROCEDURES
document mgmt., search, content, tracking, reporting, tasks,
calendaring
MANAGERS ‘PORTAL’ FOR SUPPORTING
STAFF
sites, chat/discussion, email, video, collaboration, process mgmt.,
calendaring
BOARD MEETINGS AND MINUTES
Meeting mgmt., diarise, email, task-lists, sites, content, document mgt
HR / LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT
TRAINING
community, presenting, discussion, vtc, collaboration, sites, calendar,
calls
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Principles for adoption Office 365 services
The following constitute a list of core principles, which build to provide a framework for managing adoption. While
a number of these are explained or applied through this discussion paper, many are self-explanatory or can be seen
to offer obvious sign-posts for how, and how not to, approach Office 365 services.




Start small, and extend
o Create a baseline for your business solutions
o Try out capabilities, then apply cloud principles for assessing required functionality fit
o Build a process for scoping, trialling and extending functionality
Just because you can, doesn’t mean you should
“…as a service”, is not bespoke or customised



o Learn, before you look, before you leap
o Prove before you move
o Adopt a continuous communications model
Use the services and functionality as designed



o Bend, buy, build
o Build is last resort
o Do not over-ride core functionality
Consistency of user experience



o Services anywhere, from any device
o User experience is equal to information security
o Customised UX development is minimal
Let the project establish the capability
Don’t deliver 1-shot “Training”









3

o Identify key future roles and skills upfront
o Create improvement mechanisms (multi-layered)
o Establish baseline education programme
o Educate, monitor, restrict
Business users are accountable for their actions
o I.T. is responsible for educating them
o Functional evaluation and adoption is part of BAU for business users
o You are all information managers now
Retail mentality prevails
o No is not an acceptable answer …neither is a blanket ‘yes’
o Next year, is not an acceptable response
o Bend, buy, build: The Office store will often have something that matches your need
Content is King
Search is not magic – it needs feeding and watering. If you want to find things easily, you will need to
o do a spring clean
o apply some standard naming convention
o get into the habit of tagging (metadata) 3
OneDrive and SharePoint Online are not the same as a file-share
o Just moving things is not acceptable
o A minimum weeding out of unnecessary stuff before it is moved is required
o IT must communicate to the business that they are responsible for their own content

Worth noting that numerous tools are now becoming available which can automate a significant amount of tagging
12
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IT Principles
Well we couldn’t get by without some guidance for the IT and Operations people, but as with the business guidance
remember the basics…
just because you
can, doesn’t mean
you should

Technology rules to start-from





No full-trust solutions
No over-riding the user-interface – specifically the
master-page(s)
Learn the platform, before building widgets or
using code
Check the store, before developing custom
solutions

just enough, just in
time

keep it simple

Mantras to adopt





Prove, before you move
Bend, buy, build
Educate, monitor, restrict
Information security is equal to user-experience

use it as designed
(intended)

prove, before you
move

Remember to educate and support, strict enforcement will drive users away

Myth-busting and clear-thinking
Cloud services mean ‘cheaper’ IT.
You have not removed cost from IT, but you have moved the spend and should be investing in business process
improvement and information management. The change for the business is a financial model and investment shift
– a move from project capital expenditure (Capex) to business operational expenditure (Opex).
…but if you stop there with cuts to your IT budgets you are failing your business. With Office 365 you need to
reallocate spend to support business usage of the platform, instead of the IT maintenance of services.
Yes, there is less operational (IT) overhead, but you now have what you asked for - a faster moving and perpetually
evolving set of capabilities.
Investment is no longer in lights-on support, but in maximising value, and this is a vastly different skill-set to keep
in-house to traditional IT infrastructure and operational support.
The challenge



IT operations need to evolve to support this change – less hands on and dabbling, more business
engagement and challenging.
Business understanding and demands need to evolve to learn to articulate outcomes, not widgets &
features
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Business can still demand bespoke
There has to be a change in behaviours when using Office 365 services. Just as with utilities and retailing industries,
there is a concept of wholesale, distributor and retailer to provide you with options to buy – Office 365 brings the
retail model to application services. Office 365 provides a marketplace for these capabilities.
Look at the supply chain with utilities for a common activity e.g. Electricity: Generation - grid > plugs > toaster > toast
In Office 365 we should think in similar way. The approach for business solution becomes: Service > template >
process > access (device, browser, app) > documents
Where there are gaps in the service, templates or processes the starting point isn’t build your own plug or toaster.
The wholesaler/distributor model (Market) allows us to buy add-on components without the risks or costs of
supporting the bespoke options.
You don’t ask the electricity providers to change the plug sockets because you decided you want 4 pins; or ask Philips
to custom manufacture you a toaster to match your dinner service. Neither should you look to change core
infrastructure services in O365 or create your own version of identity management.

Office 365 (and Cloud services in general) are Utility computing. Using Office 365 is just that –
you using a utility.

Won’t we have to delay using these services because of legislation?
There are a number of common misunderstandings around adoption of Office 365 suite, and 2 of the biggest are:
i.

We cannot deploy the office applications or mobile applications because Cabinet minutes
(legislative)
This is a common misinterpretation of the minutes. For details, see the FAQ at the back.
The Cabinet minutes from 2015 are quite clear in stating that the OGCIO and GCSB are to work on
removing blockers from adopting cloud services and to report back in March 2016. They do not
contradict the 2013 minutes about adopting services with appropriate risk assessment and
notifications to OGCIO.
In the case of deploying desktop Office suite, or accessing the Office mobile applications the service is
being use as package deployment service and patch-management. Most organisations use either
internal IT or an out-source provider to do this today, Office 365 is acting in this capacity. There is no
direct link to an organisations creation or management of content or communications.
Should an organisation wish to ensure constraints for document management, there are always the
options to apply policies to what the device allows you to access or save to. These can all be applied
upon login for service.

ii.

We cannot use Skype for Business and / or Yammer because of the Public Records Act
14
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This is a commonly missed opportunity, because of misunderstanding. It would be more accurate to
align the Communications Act and Official Information Act to Skype and Yammer, rather than Public
Records act. In any case there are appropriate ways in which to employ both sets of service, with
minimal impact or IT overhead:
Skype for Business
Skype as telecommunications, chat and internet-centric web-cast suite, is missed because
organisations assume that this is an either / or choice with existing telephony or VTC 4 infrastructure,
but it is not.
The ability to instantly ask a question, share a view of a document with a colleague or get remote help
is massively valuable and Microsoft have built Skype for Business functionality into all of the Office 365
suite.
Many organisations are missing out on the opportunity to see a rapid return-on-investment, because
Skype:
i.
ii.

is low-impact client application, and is available across phone, tablet and desktop
works across internet without need to integrate to telephony environment / or VTC, unless
required
is a ‘conduit’ in purest sense for web-cast, internet calling and remote support sharing
does not store content – document and records management content is kept within the
boundaries of current policy and organisation services

iii.
iv.

Yammer
Yammer has been adopted across large areas of Public Sector already, with appropriate controls and
policy in place. As a community engagement and discursive mechanism, Yammer has been successfully
utilised by the likes of Ministry for Primary Industries, while being used in-line with the need to meet
their obligations under the Official Information Act, and Public Records Act. The FAQ at the back covers
more details, but establishing appropriate policy and adoption procedures will allow almost any agency
to benefit from the suite.
Yammer, used as a ‘pop-up’ mechanism for public or community engagement, because it:




is an online service,
has a lite desktop and phone client
has the ability to turn on instantly5

…can be rapidly employed for project coordination, general communications to employees and for
establishing communities of practice within government.

4

Video-teleconferencing
Instantly in this case is between 3 – 25 minutes for initial service provisioning and basic configuration, upon
activation.
15
5
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We have seen rapid assessment, trial and proving boundaries for community engagement happen
within days of rolling out Office 365 services to employees, and associated personnel to drive
engagement.

How legislation could be aligned to Office 365 services
This section summarises the model of mapping where, and if, a legislation might potentially be applied. As with the
previous section though, alignment does not mandate application. You can make use of services appropriately and
not impact your obligations under a specific act.
The key: Know your content, and
know the context.
The illustration here, shows how
depending upon what information
is managed, and in which context,
a regulation or act may apply to the
use and management of business
in the Office 365 service.
The biggest misunderstandings
come from hear-say and secondhand comments about the
application of the different acts6.
Note: deployment of applications for devices are not impacted by the above legislation.

We can just ‘turn it on’ and go… just like with consumer services
This is one of the biggest hiccups in getting going with Office 365. For a significant business, a large enterprise and
most public sector entities there will always be a need to get two (possibly 3) items addressed before you can
effectively ‘turn services on’. As we said at the beginning you need to address:
i.

identity. This is not the same as using consumer “free” cloud services, where people are relatively easy
going with their personal information. In Public Sector we need to be sure, and secure.
An I.T. project will need to happen which addresses: Active Directory synchronisation – so login to
Office 365 is as seamless as logging onto your desktop and other business applications today

ii.

network. With a lot of your business services (intranet, resources, people directory etc.) moving online
internal I.T. and your phone providers need to be sure you don’t blow your bandwidth and run out of
data when you need it most.

iii.

devices. In some cases, there is a need to move people to more modern laptops, devices and phones,
as the current hardware is not capable or modern enough to support the new services and applications.

6

See Frequently asked questions section of the paper for regularly raised misquoted or misunderstood
interpretation of New Zealand legislation and acts. Please note organisations must apply the Acts to their context.
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A practical model for aligning with business needs
One of the biggest challenges in market is being able to get past the existing mess
that needs to be addressed in-house, and the scale of the internal information
challenge. While in this paper we talk about business solutions, the ability and
speed at which business needs to respond etc. – we have not focused on the scope
of support needed in moving.
Like any major change for an organisation, adopting Office 365 cloud services has
significant people, process and procedure impact. Gearing up around end-user
engagement, communications and training are areas that you cannot ignore with
this change if you want to succeed.

The strengths and weaknesses


Strengths of this approach
o Lite-weight framework and methodology applied means it is flexible, and relatively quick to use
o Covers most frequently asked questions in market
o Provides a view for business users and Information Management professionals, not just IT



Weaknesses
o This approach is consciously kept lite-weight, instead of being exhaustive
o Ultimately responsibility for assessing the risks, and best approach is with the organisation
o This approach only partly addresses the biggest challenge – organisational change impact

How do we go about moving from where we are?
Classic project delivery models will not help you getting started with Office 365 quickly. An IT ‘lift-and-shift’ can turn
on the functionality but will not lead the users to adopt it. We need to inject an element of education and learning,
as well as adopting lessons from "Agile” models of delivery to accelerate things – without throwing away good
practices.
Even with the best will in the world, the most proactive business users will only understand a small percentage of
what is possible, and even less what is practical to implement quickly.
Your advantage is you can apply a cycle of learn-to-deliver, and while not repeating other organisations projects,
you can repeat the models and approaches rapidly and have refinement built in. By intentionally proving what you
need, before you move7.
The following diagram illustrates how in applying rapid-cycling through needs and information reviews, we can get
to almost Sprint-like delivery with Office 365 and SharePoint Online templates. A model process for profiling and
reviewing requirements, needs and risks can speed you to a validation (or repudiation) of a key solution, or activity
being moved.

7

See the section on principles for adoption
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If your providers and teams are gearing up for large projects, and extensive process mapping before starting they do
not understand the new way of delivering capability with Office 365.

Conversely you as business process owners, and information managers need to understand this new model *and*
the constraints you now work within.
To go faster and not crash, you need boundaries and support. You have to respect the guidance being given as well
as challenging the expected ways of working. Both you in the business, and IT in operations, are learning as you go.

Engagement
Foundational in moving is knowing your key roles, and business user engagement. A classic project has some key
roles: business owner, ICT, project mgmt. etc.

When adopting Office 365 organisations need to plan and figure out what it is they have and how to use it. More
importantly they need to understand their business and information use beyond their structured systems. A role
which is more than information manager or business analyst - a business architect. The right-hand in this new arena
is the concept of a solutions specialists8 with experience of the platform, working alongside the business architect,
subject matter experts and learning and development they will be what makes your difference for user adoption.

8

Particularly with a suite like Office 365 and specifically the breadth of capability within SharePoint, the Solutions
specialist is a combination of BA, Solution designer, Power User and Configurator. This is not a development role.
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Prioritisation and generating a journey map
In order to tackle deployment with Office 365 we need to define what we are going to do and the order of the
approach for adoption, not just which projects look easier. We have to look at how to prioritise which opportunities
come first.
Often organisations see the moving documents to an enterprise content management platform (SharePoint Online)
as being a big win – and it can be – but the initial projects make or break the adoption.
Documents and information are a key to every business, but potentially engaging your target audiences and affected
communities using Communications as a combination of broadcast over Skype and community discussion in Yammer
can have everyone active and enthusiastic – with a minimum of investment in training.
A reputation for success or failure in an organisation can be as simple as the lowest-risk, highest visibility activity or
process used to support the more challenging projects like document management, or project coordination

Down the rabbit-hole...
The biggest area for review in an organisation, is most often the File share (and consumer cloud-equivalents9). We
see the current state, and capabilities and imagine what a future could be – see illustration below:

The mistake is believing file shares can be easy to migrate because the technical move of documents from file share
to SharePoint libraries is easy and can just be automated.
File shares are hard because it is not about the file share or the documents. File shares are hard because they are
political, and emotionally fuelled discussions. File shares have been a one-size-fits-all solution for years, and the big
trap is to think you have to move to a new one-size-fits-all solution. You do not, and you really shouldn’t replicate
the approach. Do not approach the file share as the ‘thing’ that needs to be moved. It is the vast number of
information types, and the processes they’re involved in supporting, that need to be migrated.

9

E.g. Drop Box, Google docs, iCloud or OneDrive etc.
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Because file shares hide a plethora of business content, and support multiple different types of business activity and
solutions, we propose looking at a range of business needs. Many can be initiated without un-picking significant
application design or political discussion.

A practical assessment of profiling solutions for SharePoint Online
What we need is a basic way to profile the business activity, information process requirements, or current solution,
and then rate/rank it so we can put it in a migration plan, to eventually create a roadmap for migration.
The following table is an illustration of quick and practical choices for solutions using SharePoint Online, which are
equivalent uses of file share based solutions today or analogous to existing on-premises SharePoint solutions.
The table categorises practicality, and fit for rapid deployment with SharePoint Online 10 based solution:
Service solution

Intent

Distribution

Classification

Group access

Personal drive (H:\)
OneDrive 4 Business

By me, for me

Personal,
private

In Confidence

Individual, Private

Shared drive (I:\)
OneDrive 4 Business

By me, for
everyone

Corporate,
public

In Confidence

Individual, public

Teams areas

By us, for us

Corporate,
Internal

In Confidence,
and Sensitive*

Corporate Internal Public;
Team, Internal Private

Resources
(Controlled documents)

By us, for
everyone

Corporate,
public

In Confidence

Corporate; Internal,
Public

Intranet comms (CMS)

By us, for
everyone

Corporate,
public

In Confidence

Corporate; Internal,
Public

Project sites

By us, for
them and us

Corporate,
private

Sensitive

Corporate; Authenticated
External; Public

[Operational solution]

By us, for
[SPEC_GROUP]

Corporate, tbd

Sensitive

Corporate; Internal,
Private

Extranet / project sites

By them, for
us

Corporate, tbd

In Confidence Sensitive*

Corporate; Authenticated
External; Public

Internet (CMS)

By us, for
anyone

Public

Unclassified

Anyone, unauthenticated

Tag

The categories are: ‘Green’ can be planned for moving sooner, ‘Amber’ solutions
need a degree of review or remediation to prove they can be moved successfully,
‘Red’ are items which need significant work or cannot be moved for other reasons.

10

This table is based on feedback and experiences of multiple engagements by Spoke consultants, and peer
feedback, across a number of public sector and enterprise organisations.
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Solution deployment profiles
The following model allows us to use a business profile and information security classification to categorise and
prioritise potential adoption. In this approach we can use a simple profile to apply a basic segmentation. Using this
segmentation to then map on to activity quadrants, we can create our roadmap for projects and adoption.
i.

Low risk, hi-impact
 Generally available content, simple information
or process e.g. corporate communications,
raising a leave request.
 Hi-visibility is an operational corner stone, or
frequently travelled information e.g.
procurement procedures and sign-off
 Global applies to information that is used by
everyone within the organisation.
Process focused, non-specific, templated.
IS11 classification: In-confidence

ii.

Medium risk, med. Impact
 Specific content that applies to particular role
activity e.g. Professional development plans
 Community information, only relevant to sub-set of org or functions e.g. Business analyst
 Segmented specific to a core area of business e.g. Call centre
Information in this middle space may include competitive advantage, personally identifiable
information, varied access, or solution services are required to be extended.
IS classification typically: Sensitive

iii.

High-risk, varied impact
 Niche is a subset of a group or a sensitive,
tightly managed process e.g. Board papers
 Low-visibility applies to infrequent, or small
scope processes that may be sensitive or risky
if breached, or lost e.g. Contract mgmt.
 Isolated – may be an industry, national or
competitively separate i.e. national grid asset
mgmt.
Information in this space includes: sensitive
contracts, items of national importance etc.
Management of this content can end up as
Hybrid/On-premises only, or needs significant
review and (potential) remediation before it can be
re-homed.
IS classification may be: Restricted+

11

Information security
21
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Solutions in this last grouping need significant work, re-design or due to regulation, cannot be moved
to a Cloud service.

The practical solution table
Examples of profiled business solutions:






Controlled documents
Intranet publishing and communications (CMS)
Teams workspaces
Project sites
Personal / Private documents (H:)

Can be mapped onto a grid to allow us to show the business how
and where risk, cost and effort lays with undertaking moving
processes and information on to cloud.
By splitting the middle-group down it allows us the ability to
map on to a roadmap of activity, at which point we have a model
for execution in delivery:

Any subsequent activity an operational planning can then be scoped and resourced appropriately.
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So what can be done quickly?
Well when we look at high-value, low-deployment overhead and low-information risk we get down to some very
straight forward options. Note: These should be reviewed as appropriate, for your specific organisational needs.

Phase 1 lowest overhead
Simple, high-visibility and can be used as preparatory services and solutions, before we get to harder document
heavy business needs

Phase 2 content centric
(in order of lowest informational risk first)
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Frequently asked questions


Do we have to use the Common Web Platform (CWP) for Intranet publishing solution?
No. Common Web Platform is opt-in for eligible government agencies, but is not mandated12.
Organisations can choose the most appropriate platform to fulfil this requirement, and many have.
SharePoint Online, as a high-value productivity, collaboration and publishing platform, is a viable option
and provides additional support for other business information requirements as well, such as
Controlled documents or Project collaboration. The benefit of using SharePoint for intranet publishing
is it allows for a single, integrated user-experience without adding brittle custom UI integration.



We have been told Office365 is not secure, and we shouldn’t keep documents or information there?
Office 365 provides a globally entrusted platform, which Microsoft continually invest in to maintain
leading edge security, encryption and compliance.
Microsoft publish significant supporting information in their Trust Centre about the investments they
have made and continue to make in this critical aspect of a leading cloud services platform.
This link is to the New Zealand based Trust Centre content at the time of writing this document:
https://products.office.com/en-NZ/business/office-365-trust-center-welcome
In summary, Microsoft are able to continually invest and ensure security and operational support to a
level that most organisations in-country cannot.

It is still the organisations responsibility to apply and configure the appropriate services
and controls to support the level of access and information security required in their
situation.



Are we able to secure documents and information appropriately, to ensure low/no data-leakage?
Yes, the Office 365 capabilities allow for more secure and well-managed content and repositories than
might be managed on-premises today.
In addition to multi-layer security model, role-based access and user-interface security trimming there
are options available for full information and digital rights management 13.



Does Office 365 (and SharePoint Online in particular) meet the 105 questions published by the GCIO?
The 105 questions published by the New Zealand government are meant to be used as an input to a
risk assessment to enable you to assess the risks associated with the adoption and use of a cloud service
They are not a risk assessment on their own.

12

Details of the CWP are found at https://www.ict.govt.nz/services/show/CWP
Use of IRM, DRM and role-based access requires appropriate configuration and application of business rules to
the solution employed on the platform.
24
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Microsoft have published a full response to the 105 questions for a number of its cloud services
including Office 365, which is available to download from their web-site: Response to GCIO 105
questions - Microsoft Office 365 ...

It is the responsibility of the business owners to ensure that appropriate level of risk
assessment and response are completed before undertaking any adoption of a Cloud
Service, including Office 365.



We have been told we cannot use the Office365 desktop or mobile device applications from Office 365
because of:
o The Public Records Act
No, the Public Records Act does not impact the deployment of the Office suite of applications,
either for desktop or mobile device. The applications do not constitute the content or form of
which records are retained and managed.
Deploying the applications for your work desktop or mobile device is an IT operational exercise, in
the same way it has been previously when a desktop refresh has occurred – except when deployed
via Office365 service all future upgrades, patches and security fixes are available immediately as
released and approved.

Note: It is advisable to work with the respective business owners and information managers to
understand where content should be saved to, and if you want to apply controls to set the default
application ‘Save’ locations using policy or device management tools.



The decision from the Cabinet meeting in October 2015
No, the Cabinet directive does not prohibit agencies or departments from deploying and adopting the
Office applications via Office 365 cloud services during the process of GCSB/OGCIO work, as long as
they are using appropriate security and privacy risk mitigations.
The October 201314 Cabinet minutes, Cloud Computing Risk and Assurance Framework, the Office of
the GCIO were asked to provide appropriate assurance guidance and processes, to allow government
to effectively maximise benefits and minimise the risks of adopting Cloud services.
The 2015 Cabinet minutes15, direct the GCSB and Office the GCIO to review the Cabinet policy for cloud
computing and remove any barriers that may inhibit the accelerated adoption of cloud computing by
agencies. Response was due in March 2016, but was not available at time of writing this paper.

14

Cabinet Minute of Decision – CAB Min (13) 37/6B, from 29th October 2013. Addressed in
Cabinet Committee on State Sector Reform and Expenditure Control, https://www.ict.govt.nz/assets/ICTStrategy/Review-of-the-Government-ICT-Strategy.pdf
15
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We need to make sure documentation created with Office applications are captured in managed
repositories?
Yes, this can be done using a combination of Group policy16 and mobile device management services,
for saving documents created using Office365 Pro and mobile applications.



It is not possible to be Public Records Act compliant using Office 365.
Incorrect. It is possible to ensure your processes, procedures and tools support your organisations
obligations under the act.
There are some areas which may require additional tooling to support your organisations specific
needs, and your requirements should always be assessed with support of specific subject matter
experts.



We have been told we can’t use Yammer because we need to comply with Public Records act / Official
Information Act?
While your organization may need to comply with the relevant acts, Yammer is not excluded from
adoption because of this. A number of government agencies and departments are actively using
Yammer for a various activities and functions today, including Ministry for Primary Industries or New
Zealand Trade and Enterprise17.
General guidance on the Public Records Act, is that the organization or agency need to manage all
records which pertain to the business of government.
Agencies running Yammer today are making use of the service for non-decision based outcomes, and
have appropriate policy and procedures in place to capture any information which may be deemed a
record18 under the act.

If there are any questions, we recommend customers seek appropriate legal advice to fully
understand the laws as applies to their specific situation.



We hear that we cannot store our official information in off-shore services, and by extension Office365?
The Office Information Act does not prohibit organisations from utilising the appropriate tools or
services for supporting business needs. Neither does the directive from the 2015 Cabinet Minutes (see
Question 5b response) prevent appropriate adoption.
General guidelines on information management under the Official Information Act and Public Records
Act do however emphasize that only information classified up to Restricted should be considered for
such services, as Restricted and above are explicitly defined as not being accessible to Internet facing

16

If your organisation uses Active Directory for organisational support and management, group policy can be used
to set the default ‘save’ location(s) for Office applications
17
Other public sector organisations using Yammer include Tourism NZ, Land Information NZ, Auckland Transport…
18
means a record or a class of records, in any form, in whole or in part, created or received by a public office in the
conduct of its affairs in the business of government
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machines or services. This would mitigate against potential impact from breach or unwarranted
disclosure.
As most operational, and service support information is by its nature In-confidence or at most Sensitive,
these types of information and corresponding solutions used in creating or manging said content can
be assessed for applicability.
See OGCIO guidance for more details on definitions and implications of classification.


Public records act, Official information act or Communications act
See response to FAQ no’s. 5a, 7 and 8.



Cabinet Minutes directive for government prevent us from deploying until ‘ban’ is rescinded.
This is not generally the case. Please see response to FAQ no. 5, and apply relevant risk assessment and
privacy impact assessment processes to your situation.
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A final word
Not everything you need to do will be delivered on Office 365. The suite and services are good, but it’s not magic.
Somethings just do not belong there. Keep things simple and prove what you need, before you move over.
Take small, incremental steps in a regular cycle. Build-up processes for harvesting practices and solutions as your
people utilise new capabilities and can share their learnings.
Use all the pieces together, dismantling the capabilities to release them piecemeal defeats the purpose of using
Office 365 suite and can significantly reduce your potential return-on-investment.
Invest in your people and encourage experimentation to take advantage of the services, building up skills to assess
new capabilities as they come along.
To quote the Chief Information Officer of Te Papa:
“…(organisations) should go hard, go fast - and with confidence… to get the full benefit”
(from Cloud services)
Craig Le Quesne

If you have concerns, questions or business directives which you believe impact your use of cloud services in general,
or Office 365 services specifically, not addressed within this paper – please feel free to contact us directly and we
(the author and Microsoft) will endeavour to help you in determining if there is a real impact for your organisation.
Spoke contact details for general enquiries please email hi@timewespoke.com
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Supplemental
Application and service key
Access

Excel

OneNote

PowerPoint

Word

Publisher

Project

Visio

Outlook

Skype for Business

Yammer

OneDrive

Exchange

SharePoint
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Achievements
Operational governance model(s) for small business

Business solution reference model development

Project coordination and solution lead for consulting
engagements

Project Office department and execution solution
model

New business generation, and channel development

Corporate quality management,
analysis and solution design

requirements

Experience
SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE

PLATFORMS/TECHNOLOGIES

Governance and Operational policy

Microsoft® SharePoint™; Office 365™; Skype™ for
Business; Microsoft® Windows.

Solutions Architecture and Design

Oracle® OLTP, Onyx® CRM, Siebel CRM, MS CRM

Business Analysis

IBM, Solaris, Sequent (Unix and Linux variants)

Information Architecture

About Spoke
Spoke is a small specialist information management and SharePoint® consultancy, focused on revealing a practical
world in which businesses can effectively create, share and consume information. Our industry specialists and
experts work together to show organisations better, quick and sustainable outcomes. Spoke bring together
Business & Information Consulting, Technology Services, and Operational Planning & Adoption to deliver a strong
and manageable solution

Consulting
Spoke delivers a range of consulting services that enable your business to develop and operate strategy, make use
of Microsoft productivity tools or provide ongoing skill sets.
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Traction™ Solutions for SharePoint
Traction is Spoke’s solution delivery model, which provide business templates and packaged IP to accelerate practical
user adoption of SharePoint. The Traction process prescribes rapid deployment of a complete business solutions,
like: intranet publishing; project management hub, or controlled document publishing, and are based on information
models, process and role models, and templates.
For more information about Spoke see http://www.timewespoke.com
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